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Mines MATLAB (now MathWorks MATLAB®) uses an intuitive user interface and
seamless integration with existing tools to minimize the learning curve for new

users, and maximize product access across your organization. MathWorks MATLAB
includes: Build-like syntax Unparalleled productivity Toolbox interoperability

Embedded toolbox accelerators Support of the latest in computing technology
MathWorks MATLAB has been downloaded more than 2.6 million times and used for

teaching and learning at thousands of schools, universities, and research labs
around the world. This popular computational environment is designed for

professional and student use, from introductory courses to senior-level thesis
research. Many of the functions in the toolbox solve the classical geometrical

problems, for example, the solutions to the reflective and refractive equations. The
solution for θ is the familiar sin and cos, while the solution for a is the familiar tan.

All mathematical operations are represented by mex functions. These functions are
considered to be native to the MATLAB computer algebra system (CAS) and are

more powerful than the standard mathematical functions in the MATLAB command
window. For a complete description of the mex functions, refer to the

MATLAB documentation. Functions are listed under the following headings: MATLAB
Certificate Manager (aka Proficient) This tool is used to implement the MATLAB

Proficient certification (an entry-level certification from the Mathworks). It manages
the code requirements of the exam and displays the readiness status of the license

during a test.
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Students and faculty can visit the
Mathworks Portal through the button

below. Upon accessing the portal,
users can run the installer, view video
tutorials and obtain software support.
Users will first be prompted for their
myBama username and password,

then users will be directed to a
MATLAB login page. Users with an

existing MATLAB account can login, or
users can create an account. After

logging in with or establishing a
MATLAB account, the download will be

available. Students and faculty can
visit the MATLAB Portal through the
button below. Upon accessing the

portal, users can run the installer, view
video tutorials and obtain software
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support. Users will first be prompted
for their myBama username and

password, then users will be directed
to a MATLAB login page. Users with an
existing MATLAB account can login, or

users can create an account. After
logging in with or establishing a

MATLAB account, the download will be
available. The following additional links

are provided below. All students,
faculty, researchers, and staff, with the

appropriate email address, have
access to these sites. The Mathworks

portal enables users to download
software via the button below. For

Mathworks Cloud Services, to include
MATLAB Online and MATLAB Drive, is

acceptable for the storage of
moderately sensitive, internal-use, and

public data as defined by the
University Data Protection Standards.
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Mathworks Cloud Services is not
appropriate for the storage of data that
is classified as highly sensitive such as
identified Personal Health Information

(PHI) or bank account numbers.
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